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The First Half Is Over, the Goal Is in Sight-- Let's Fight and Keep on Fighting
AN EDITORIAL
Tumorruw marks the end of the first half of
John Carroll's Building Fund Dri,·c. Only the
month of ~larch remains in which to push the Fund
up the peak to succcs~. Official sources have reported that the financial returns are very favorable
at the midway mark of the campaign, and we hope
the second period holds innumerable surprises
which will spell glorious achieYcment.
The Carroll .\·ews ha. been of the opinion, right
from the first, that the Dri\ e will succeed. However, we feel it i ·our duty at this stage of the game
to pen a few words of "arning to the tuclen t solicitors lest they become too over-confident in the task
which has been assigned to them. Meaning, of
course, that we should not he content to sit back
and pat ourselves on the back for an expected success. Such a state of affairs would undoubtedly
undermine a worthy enterprise.

Carroll Band
Holds Concert
SundayMar.3
Marcher~:~

to PreS<'?t Popular,
Classical Number s,
N'ovclties at Little Theater

The s<·cond annual John Carroll
han(! ·oncert will be gi \·cn on ·un~..;11" •
.. . • 1H
r itt e Th a "t=
1
of {\1e Pu•>lic ,\uditorium. Thi~ conCl!rt is the product of s vera! months
of dil' 'Cllt pn·paralion on the part
of the hand. it5 rlircctor, Jack
Hearn. , Father William ?\Iurphy,
h a n d moderator, and Anthony
Horak, band president for the last
three y<>ars.
n elaborate; program, which will con·
of music, clas ical and
popular, musical novelties, solos, etc., will
be pre,cnted. The classical end of tl1e
pr gram will include such well-known
numher. as "Selections from ~Iartha.'' by
Hayes. ''The Triumphal :March of Aida,"
by Verdi. ''Lustspiel Overture," by KclerBela. Soloists for the concert arc Michael
Dwyer, trumpet, and Paul Vincent. trombone. A clarinet trio of T. Vincent. R.
\ ·acha. and T. Flynn, will play the
"Merriment Polka," by Bernard.
~ist of all types

Novelties on Program
To make the program ~till more !lterc ting, Jack Hearns has placed se,·cral
;umbing novel! ies on the pro~tram. One
of the e i · the "Ra!!t ime \\' cdding," a
trave:ty on a small-town \1 cdding ceremony. with character· in full regalia. The
characters are: \\'illiam ).fc).Iahon.
brideg-room; Jonas Moran, bride; John
"·eelv the bride's father: and Loui~ Horvath.- ~reacher. •'Our Family Baud'' will
demonstrate the vocal qualities of the
11 hole band.
Of cour,e. the:;e numbers are just a
fraction of the varied PW"'ram ).fr.
Hearns offers. Hi,; program. he states,
i well-cho·en, and suited to the taste"
oi e1·er~one.
The selections he has
cho,en for the concert are tho'e which
~cro,·ed succe ·~iul with the ~mall audience,
or 11hich the band performed on it recwt mu,ical tour
,\ committee of four \\015 chosen to
handle the ~ale oi the concert ti.:kct
amung- the :tudents. One band m mber
was picked frnm each cl. s ·, and under
him were plaretl as a:sistant. all the c·thcr
member of his cla :. The comnuttcoe·
men are·
\ nthony Horak,
enior;
.!ic:hael llitchko. jtmior: W1lham Derkm:~n,
ophon· rc; ami Thoma: Flynn,
fre. hman. \\'illiam ~ l c~lahon w.1. selected to take d1.1rgc oi the patron tickct for the pr gram.

True it i , this busine ·s of ·oliciti g funds is not
an easy one, even today. For many of the kindly
.,;oub who generously pledged ~o the uilding Fund
·ix) ears ago, the last strands of the'' eb of financi al
chaos arc ju~t loosening. They are ~ ust beginning
1
to sec the light of ad,·ancement. Solici tor · should
impress them that the University, oo, wishes to
see the awakening light. \Ve believe that if our
true ca e is presented in a s incere n1anner we can
expect a great aid fron1 these well-meaning
pledgers.
The fac ul ty has passed the year waiting a nd
waiting in expectation. They have had to make
countless sacrifices in their labors. B u t a lways
they haYe kept alive the fires of hope hat some day
the dream of a new John Carroll \\'O ld materia li ze
and then-all those unpleasant con it ions would
be forgotten . Truly this is heroic s irit.
Now the a lu mni and prominen: men of th e
community, many of whom have n er been connected with Carroll , have taken th in itiat ive to

Juniors Give Order
For Rings to
Metal Arts Co.
The !zmiors are going to get
their class ri11gs this year. Tlrat deeisi<m was made by the members of
the Ring committee after taking
i11to co11sideratio11 the 11WIIY exP<'IISes 'li!hich confrota the students
i11 their jiiUil )'car at tire U11i111:rsity.
Compctiti~·c bids for contractill!)
the 'i•'Ork 'il'CI'I' rl'cCi'i•ed from Ba.siii'J~ Co., Balfo rtrs Co., JosfC'II Co.,
mid T(l,. f l'ln l 4.-f~ Cc
F 'uc: l
a-;,rartf u~s git.-e» lo the Metal Arts
Co.., jor llat'ing presclltcd tlte /uu•
est bid of all $16.00.
•U embl'rs of the commillec u·ill
be arormd slwrtlj• to collect the illilia{ f'aj•llll'llf of $3.00. The remainder 1c•ill be collected C. 0. D.
Frrst order u.oil/ be sent away i11
about three 'li.'f!t•ks. Do1~ Birmillgham is chairmaiJ of the committee.
Assisti11g him are George COitrO.}',
folm C::j•::ak, Jfcrrill Fit::Patrick,
Charles Henry, JosC'ph H.)•lles, Joseph Il cr.JOIICC, }.f iclrael II itchko .
Chesler L3'1111, lVilliam Milll'r, a11d
Sta1~ jfalriS::cwski.

I

Debaters Chosen
For Ohio Trip

place t his instituti on in an environment which was
planned fo r it year s ag o. No one will argue that
su ch a step w ill not mean a 100% improvement for
Carroll in every way.
Du ri ng th e next m onth it is up to the students
to keep pace w ith the leaders in the campaign.
Afte r all. we, th e students-are going to benefit
most . a nd it seems that we ought to take a certain
pride in h elp in g oursel ves . \Vith this thought in
min d. a spec ia l appeal is made to the members of
the lowe r classes who will naturally reap the most
benefits from th e s uccess of the Drive .
Perhaps we feebly excuse ourselv es from taking
part in the campaig n by saying that we are not prepared to lend financi a l support. Inasmuch as the
secu ri ng of fi nanci a l aid is the chief purpose of the
move ment, plen ty of w orkers are al so necessary.
R em ember we a rc all elig ible to pitch into the
fight fo r su ccess, fo r success is achieved by doing
w hat you can do, well.
Merrill T. FitzPatrick, Editor.

Stringer, Brickman,
McGuire Are New
'C' Club Officers

F egen, Nantell, O 'Connellto r ace
Downstate Debater s Week o
:Mar. 4; Other Extended To s
Planned

T Jw Carroll "C" Club m et reccu lly au.d elected officers f()r tir e
3•ear 1935. Gene Stringrr '25, faIIWibS Carroll halfback, a11d f ormer
coach at St. Francis College, PemlS.}•hxmia, was elected presidmt.
L CIInie Brickma11 '29, coach Pf the
irational champion llantam1PCighl
football tl'am, the Clnoelund Ntws
Sktppies, t.•a.s clctt..d v ice-president ; Harold M. McGuire '28, nus
elcc lt>d secrdars of the club .
Frankli1 ~ Joyce '26, aud T om
P owers '34, were named d irectors
for th e co miug year.
The first 11wjor activity the clr1b
is p/aJ111•i11g to spo11-sar ·will be a
gathering of last ~·ear 's sc1tior lctlenmm, to be held in the Ulliversits Cafeteria. 01~ M o11day cvcn i11g,
,V arch 4. Th ue will be a f ormal
rcceptiot~ of th ese metl into the clttb
at this time.

The executive committee of the John
Carroll Oratorical Society has ann unced
that a team has been selected whin wi ll
tour the southern pa rt of the stat and
pa rticipate in a number of inte r-coli giate
the
debates. T he men chosen to rna
fi r st t rip are: Rohert F el!en. fl!' i<lrnt
of tile . ocicty; jOhn
at:tell and homas E. O'Connell. The first h\·o ar
iors while the latter is a junior.
The road trip is scheduled fo r th
of March 4. Carroll will debate eniXavier.. and ~ft. :Mer e1 colson, Davton.
•
leges and will then engage Georg town
college in Kentucky. This will
the
first trip of a series of three wh ic have
been planned.
Second Tour in W est
On the second tour the team wil meet
colleges in the \Vest, including P ~ rdue.
Detroit, Xotre Dame, and ).{un~elein.
During the Easter vacation Carroll wi ll
turn its attention to its Eastern fo~~ and
will engage Duquesne, Allegheny, Catholic U., • ~iagara and Georgetown.
\Vhile th eteam is preparing to conquer
all foes on the road trip a Carroll team
composed of Joseph Sullivan, Ri hard
Lang and Keith Webster will meet Fer n
Gleason Second, Furlong Third
college Thursday, Feb. 28.
\Volanski and Garrett, High
In the past debat ing teams at C< rroll Lake and Tuck Deliver Addresses
Hoopsters, Revh·e Cage Hopes
have been Yery successful and it i•• beThe J ohn Carroll Ed ucational Society
lieved. considering the calibre of th men
held its annual banq uet at Regnatz', TuesFor years Gene and Glenn have enteron the team this year, that even greater
day evening February 19.
tained Clevelanders \\·ith their music,
success will be obtained.
Rev. Benedict ]. Rodman, President of
and their team work on the air has been
rthe University, opened the program w ith
the subject of much conversation. Toa brief peech on, "Teaching as a 'oble
day at Carroll we have another Gen-e H enry Is President of New
P rofession."
and Glenn act, that of Eugene Wolanski John Carroll History Club
Charles Conroy '33, a member of the
and Glenn Garrett. The swish of the
netting a they ring up point afte r point
Society, read a paper : " 'ational ism and
On March 6, the first meeting
Contemporary E ducation." H e was folis music to the cars of Carroll rooters
the new John Carroll history cl
lowed by Superintendent of
chools
and their ttamwork is something to
took place. Father Lomasney,
talk about.
Cha rl es Lake and C. C. Tuck , Principal
moderator, donated "Documents n
Ha\·ing drawn thi5 parallel far
of West Technical School, both of whom
American History" by Comma
enoush we get down to facts about two
spoke briefly on present educational probas the nucleus of a reference c
lems.
Sophomores, who between them, have
lection. The officers elected w e
scored as many points as has the rest of
The Educational Society medal, given
Charles Henry. president; Frank
the team. \\" olanski was christened Euto t he undergraduate student o£ EducaHurd, vice-president; John Fit· gene George, while Garrett's middle
t ion who writes the best thesis on a topic
patrick, secretary, and Willia
selected by the Society, w as merited by
name is Patrick and he hails from
Halloran, treasurer.
;\kron.
Stanley J oh n Croson. The judges of the
This club is open to both gra ·
\\.olan~ki wa;; graduated from South
, contest, M r. E. R. .M ittinger , Mr. Frank
uates and undergraduates. HowHi!th here in Cleveland in 1931 after
]. Bitzan and M r. Thomas P . Chambers,
ever, a "B'' average in Risto •
having won eight letters for his athletic
were unani mous in select ing Croson for
must be maintained. The prospe ·prowc:::.. He was awarded three in
fin.t place. Second place went to Eutive club member may also be r :fo,Jtball and ba. ketball and two in track
gene F. Glea on; third to J ohn Vinqui red to read a self-prepared Hi i<'r hi~ shQt putting abi lity.
cent Furlong.
torical paper before he is accepte · .
Ba ketball seems to be his forte. for 1
D r. H ugh Graham. Pr9fessor of EduDuring the recent spell of unple· sant cati on, announced t he winners. Superhe rat d the All-Scholastic first team in
this sport \rhile in his final year at weather, two members of the faculty ave intendent Lake· congratu lated Croson and
~outh Then just out of high sc-hool he been ill, ~Ir. :\. A. Bungart, proiessc r of pre>ented him with the ~I ed a l.
play<·d as a member of the Intercity English, and ~fr. Charles Castellano, .J.,
Teacher's cer tifica tes were granted to
Cia's
champion~. the Pennzip~. He professor of Greek. ~Ir. Castellano w:is Samuel Bauman; Charlt.:s Conroy ; Frank
al~,, ~tarred on other team~ an
last removed to Charit~· Hospital su ff
Cook; John \ '. Furl ong; Wil li:1m 'ardi ;
winter kd the • penccrian;: !c> the first from a slight attack of influenza.
Frank Polk ; j ack hea and Amerigo
half title in the Intramur:a loop.
eve r both pruiessurs returned to
\' aterian. Dr. Graham acted as chairman
t Ca11lilllrcd em Pagr: 7, Cof. 5)
classes wi thin the week.
of the committee.

r. -..

Stanley Croson
Receives Medal

Gene and Glenn
Stage Court Act

!

Students Hear
Drive Plans
At Convocation
Volunteer Alumni Workers Hold
Next Meeting Mar. I; ' 'Carroll
:Must Be Bnil4" Is New :Motto
Donald Dougherty, collection
manager of the drive for payme$ts
of Plf'ql!es .'- ·!;.c!:J ,)£f!:.~~'X!3$ir~·------=~
John Carroll Bw1ding' F\m<t sht!ril
years ago, and the Rev. Ralph A1
Gallagher, S.]., director of the Carroll Alumni, addressed the student
l1ody this morning at the convocation exercises.
Mr. Dougherty, who had charge of collections in the last Carroll drive, outlined
the plan of the new drive and the part
which th eCarroll student body must play
m this new ventu re, if the drive is to be
successful.
Father Gallagher also stressed the need
of the co-operation of the entire Car roll
student body. He said that the slogan of
every student must be, "Carroll Must Be
Built."
''This is what the Building Committee
wants to know," explained Dougherty.
"\Ve know there. are people in Cleveland who did not subscribe to the Building Fund in 1930 but who would now if
they were asked," Mr. Dougherty said.
"People wiN have come here to live since
1930, people who have gotten along well
financially despite bad times, people who
have been promoted, people who have inherited, people who have sent sons, nephews or wards to Car roll in recent years,
people who were missed in the 1930 campaign-<Jur new prospects are to be found
in those classifications. Send us names
and addresses of such people. with all the
information you can about their interests
or what might be made to interest them.
~{ ai l your suggestions to the Building
Committee, 642 Terminal Bldg., or report
them to Rev. B. J . Rodman, S. ]."
Mr. Dougherty al o spoke at a luncheon of the Alumni Collectors at the Mid
Day Club last :Monday. Representatives
were present from most of the Carroll
graduating classes. 1fr. Joseph Vana, '96,
was the oldest representative present.
F ollowing the luncheon plans were made
for the big check up on the night of March
1. A report on about ISO pledges was
made at this luncheon.
Harry A. Hanna, president of the
Alumni A ssociation, announced
last
Thursday that a meeting of all the
Alumni volunteer workers would be held
in the Hotel Cleveland, Friday evening,
~f arch I.
In his letter to the workers
Hanna said : "Alumni volunteer workers ha\'e been on their cards since Feb.
and next Friday we want to take a
( Conti11ue<i oil Page 2, Col. 1)
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IBand Sign Remains

Dr. Willia"':_s ~~~~re~~~s~ Unnoticed by
r -Doctor Guy William:. ~f. D., Super- I the late>t mbdel Leitz microscot~es, physi- Wandering Students
intendent of the Cleveland State Ho,pital ological apparatus and micro-technique.
ior the Insane, will deliver a lecture beLecture on Thomas Edison
iorc the Scientific Academy and its gue~b.
\\F b
·
F
b
?8
0
n
ednes(1ay e\·ening,
e . 13,
on Thursday e\·enmft,
e ruary - , at
8 ;00 in the Physics lecture room of the Charles Boehmer, '36, lectured on the
university.
life of Thomas Edison. The lecture was
The eminent psychiatrist has selected deli\·ered in commemorati.on of the birthfor his lecture an intere. ting discussion day of this great genius of modern invenon ":\lajor ~rental Diseases:' As a re- tion. ~lr. Boehmer has in his possession
sult of thirty-two years of extensi\·e re- ar. autograph of Mr. Edison, procured
search and diligent forward strides in frcm him a few years ago. The lecturer
the field of Psychiatry, Dr. \Villiams, also ni. played a replica of the first Edison
nO\\' realizes his important capacity a~ incande5cent lamp as well as the autohead of the Cleveland Insane Asylum. He graph and other exhibits of Edison's inwas graduated with honors from the Uni- ventive genius. Talking pictures dcpictvtrsity of ~lichigan ~fedical School in ing the life of Edison were shown in
1903. For the pa~t few year; Dr. \Vii- collaboration with the lecture. Charle
liam~ has been offering a series of lectures Rae and Jos. Smajdek presented an open
on ~!ental Di,cases at the ho pita! pro- forum on the recently discovered radio
11 ave cure for disease.
per.
Father Trame Will Lecture
The Society plans an excursion through
Professor Elmer J. Trame, S. ].. Ph.D., the Sohio Gasoline Refining Company on
head of the Biolog)· department of the Friday afternoon at two o'clock Mern~.;niversity. will give a lecture to the So- , bcr.s are requested to meet at t~e Faculty
ciety on ~farch 7, at 8 :00 at the Physics entrance of the school. A tnp through
lecture room. The topic will be "The Cleveland State Hospital will be held in
Biological Significance of the Hormones." the near future.
.
.
Fr. Trame has performed intensive exAt the last regular busmess meetmg
periments concerning the effect of the four new members were formally acceptanterior pituitary and follicular harmone> ed in the Society after thorough inveson embryogenesis. The Biology depart- tigation of their academic standing. They
meut l1as developed curricular and labora- are Charles Rae '38, Carl DeFrance '38,
tory facilities in the new equipment of Annos Loyer '38, and Paul Minarik '38.

Guild Dance at

L. T. S. Members
Honor Bishop

Shaker Tavern
The Shaker Ta\·ern will be the scene
Saturday night of the John Carroll J unior Guild Supper Dance. :\fbs 11argarct
Roach, of 11703 Kunz A,•e. is chairman
for the dance. She is being assisted by
a committee compo ed of the ~lisses :\fargaret .Mary Hanley, Peggy Kilbane. Edith
Pocomis, ~[argaret Cummings, Isabelle
11ulho11and, Ruth Williams, Ruth Bcas.
Joe Feldman's Orchestra, which supplied
the mu5ic for the su[Jper dance the ) unior
~.0!Jl!.L held. in _'3'!,. ha~ bt;_en enga9ed to
play for th1s year alfa1 _
Miss ] ulia Leary, of Edgewater Drive,
Lakewood, announces that no other affairs are being considered until after the
Lenten season.
Membership Tea
On February 10, 11iss Clare \\'eyand
was hoste.<;s for the annual ~lembership
Tea at her home. One hundred and twen'Y attended. The Rev. B. J. Rodman, S.
]., and the Rev. L. Lynch, S. J .• spoke
to the members, nl'W and old, and commended the society for their interest and
work for John CarrolL }.I i>s Dorothy
).fuller also spoke. ~Iiss ~Iarie ).faitland
entertained with sc\·eral vocal selections
and ~tiss Helen Schumacher. member of
the Lakewood I .ittle Theater Society,
gave several dramatizations.
The tea brought 22 new members into
the roll of the Guild, :who~e membership
now numbers approximately 90,
- - ~ ---

:\!embers of the Little Theater Society
pre cnted a play before Bishop Schrembs
at a breakfast given in honor of the twenty-fourth anniversary of his consecration as .bishop. The breakfast was held
in the Cleveland Hotel on February 22.
The play selected was "The Princess
Marries the Page" by Edna St. Vincent
:\fillet. "Cnder the direction of Carl
Friedel the following ~ast presented the
play: ~[i s :\1iriam Berry of Ursuline,

"Band Practice Tonight-7 :30." Here
is a sign which is placed on the bulletin
board every \Vednesday of the school
year and goes unnoticed by a majority
of the students. The "band'' refers to the
John Carroll band, under the direction
of Jack Hearns, which performed so well
during the last football season and which
will present its annual concert next Sunday evening.'
ix years ago Carroll had no band of
any description whatsoever. Then Fr.
William ~furphy, S. ]., philosophy professor and present moderator of the band,
;tarted a drive for a band and issued calls
for Carroll students to aid him in this
effort. :\bout twenty boys responded and
a vear later an unofficial Carroll band
m,;de its appearance at Luna Stadium.
The band had no uniform , did not drill
and most of the time they had no director
at the games.
Seeing great possibilities, Fr. ·uurphy,
in 1931, secured Jack Hearns as the new
band director and the aid of the Athletic Department in the formation of an
official Carroll band. The new director
then offered free lessons to any optimistic student who thought that he could
slide a tune out of a trombone or choke
a note out of a clarinet. The band was
enlarged and obtained natty blue and
gold uniforms and made its appearance at
the football games and convocations that
year.
In 1933 the band traveled with the football team to Dayton and then· to Toledo.
Near the close of the season the band
received recognition in one of the daily
papers as the best college band in Cleveland.
Again the band reached new heights
when it held its first concert last year
at the Little Theatre before an appreciative audience. From the money ecured
here, more uniforms and music were pur-

Council Members
Hear Fr. LeMay

Commerce Club
Will Meet
Fri. Evening

I

IHubbard
-- Talk Given

Before Large Crowd

Fu11dDrive
___

( C<•lllillti<'d from !'ag.• 1)
good ll)Ok at \1 hat has bern done and see
what the result> mean. :\lany alumni payment' ha\·e been prom1sed for Feb. ::?8th
and ~larch ht. The'e promi;;es 'hould he
folluwed up and brought to the meeting .
There must he some report on every
alumni cart! by ~tar h 1st. Let';; g1n' the
Builtlin
·ommitte member;; 'omethjng
to en ourage them."

t

Jack Raper

By Jolm C::y::ak '36
:Many years ago, a calm and unprete
tious youth decided to enter the newspa,
per game. By a dogged tenacity of pu~
pose and a will to succeed, he achieved h
goal, and a large reading public ha
sha red his success, for the genius of Jac·
Raper has provided a unique and original style of writing that is interesting o
alL Mr. Raper's rise has not been met oric or sensational; by years of har
work coupled with a few of the "breaks~''
he has succeeded in attaining his prese t
high position in the world of journali~ .
This Press columnist holds the firm co viction that hard work and luck are tl e
two chief elements in determining the
success of a man in this profesiion. Eve
person who hopes to make his mark
journalism must be willing to work barand long. The belief that the lot of t
average newspaper reporter is a life

Frank Hurd) John Carey, Frank O'Con- chased and after a hard summer of prac- ease is an illu ion which would be rude

ncli, Frank Ryan, Vincent Fornes and tice \l;th drills and the new music, an
George C(Jtlroy.
augmented ClW:I:dl barulfmade it5.appearance before the plaudits of a 1934 foot
ball crowd. Emblems and pins were
gi\·en to the members for the first time
for their sen•ices.
Thus the band has completed four successful football seasons and is now in its
Debate on Munition's Question, second year of cultural achievements,
Talk on Mexican Situation,
having given several concerts already this
year. The moderator has uniforms for
Features at First l\teeting
forty students, but hopes to double thi~
~iore than two hundred Socialists from number by the next football season.
Carroll, C'rsuline, Notre Dame and the
schoob of Nursing attended the first joint
meeting of the "4C's" on February 22, in
Carnegie HalL
Father Le1fay opened the session with
prayer, followed by a short address in
\11lich he c<Jmplimented the odalists for
their fine attendance and hoped that in
the future there would be more frequent
J mectings of_ this gr.oup which would lead
The recently organized Carroll Comto more umted actJon on the par~ of the merce Club will hold its monthly dinner
"4C's:·
meeting Friday evening at 7 p. m. at the
).liss arah Carney of St. John's School Russet Cafeteria, E. 9th and Euclid. They
--of Nursing gave a short talk on the will have as their guest speaker Mr.
At the last meeting of the club St. r•rogress made by the Legion of Decency Ralph Strong, who is in charge of techCharlc~. Gerald Fallon. \'ice-president since its inception. ~!iss Isabel \Vilke nical and pro{es ional employment at the
and presiding officer that evening, ap- of Ursuline College also gave a short talk, Ohio State Employment Service. }.[r.
pointed a committee composed of James 1 her topic being: "The Religious Situa- Strong will base his speech on the fields
Grant and ] ohn Carey tl) work on a tion in 1Iexico:"
of vocations open to students of the busicontemplated picnic or spring-dance
A no-decision debate on the que tion ness administration course. At this meetwhich the club intends to hold some- "Resolved: That the nations of the mg new members will be admitted to the
time i~1 th~ future. The report of the \\ orld should agree to pre\·ent the inter- organization. Among the charter memcommittee 1~ ?uc tomorrow at the regu- national shipment of arms and muni- bers are "Messrs. Chandler, president ;
lar club mcetmg.
.
tions:' was featured on the program. Bynane. vice-president; ~fore, secretary;
The banquet held Feb. 14, at Bowens, Lpholding the affirmative was Miss Kanuch. treasurer; Conroy and Oleksy.
was a huge soc .a! success. 1 lr. J ?ck :\larian Paskert of I'\otre Dame and
Amung the new members are Messr .
Raper, guest-!'l?eaker, stres~cd ~he_ 1111- Chester B. Lynn of CarrolL The nega- Kipp, Arbcznik, Fegen, Link, Leppig,
portance of a liberal educatllm 111 JOUr- ~ t"
ed £ 'I'
B tt
·
h
f
1\"e team was compos
o " ISS c v ~fahern, Reidy, McNally, Dempsey,
nah~m. and ab<_> broug t out the act Lou 'Mesner of .:\otre Dame and Frank Horak, Sibbing, Hodous, Lance, Brown,
that hard work 1s the only road to sue- ,\ p 'k
Foose, and Hribar of the day students;
cess. Other speakers included John ' • · 0 ' •
and Messrs. Cooney, \Vestropp, Kibler,
Czyzak. president. and Prof. Bernard
Gleason, Goodwin, Long, O'Connell, ClinJablonski. 111oderator. Gerald Fallon,
ton, Cook, Houck, Kelly, Ragan, Her~!~~-i~:~sident. a~ed as m:cr of cere-,
bert, Haufe, and Makuh, of the evening
studenL.
Professors Graff and 1f arch are coTwel\'e hundred friends and students
oi John Carroll University formed an moderators.

French Oub

II

Thro'wing therlull With Raper

I

appreciative audience at

shattered if the activities of a newsm
were looked iQto. Mr. R)lper. in rna\ -

WTAM Presents
Glee Club
President of tbe University
Praises Carroll Musicians
In His Address
The Glee Club of John Carroll U ·versity, under the direction of Rev. Jose
A. Kiefer, S. J.. presented its second
annual radio broadcast over stati m
WT AM on February 19, at 7:30 P. M.
The principal address of the eveni g
was given by the Very Rev. B. J. R~l
man, S. J.. president of John Carroll,
who expressed his appreciation to all
those who aided in the meritorial ~ ploits of the Glee Oub. Fr. Rodm~n
especially greeted Mr. J. S. Zamecnik, a
composer of note in Hollywood ; the
Reverend H. Grunder, pianist and co1 poser of exceptional merit ; the Revere d
V. \\!inter, S. J. and the director ar.d
members of the present Glee Club. "Mt,sic.'' Fr. Rodman says, ''is a power£ ~1
antidote to the gross materialism surrounding us."
The program was the most varied of all
the Carroll presentations since it was i\ ided among the Glee Club, string qua·rtette, and the vocal quartette. Louis .
.:-.f arabi to sang another of his well Jik d
solos. Frank E. O'Connell was the ac'companist for the Glee Club, while R·~y
Schneider accompanied the vocal qua·tette and Joseph Ilg accompanied tf e
string quartette.

last Friday evening when the Rev. Bernard R. Hubbard, S. J, prc·ented an
illustrated lecture. on th.c ''Valley of Ten
Thousand Smokes."
The :\lost Rev.
Schremhs, D. D., Bishop of Cleveland,
introduced the iamous Je.·uit geologist
from Santa Clara University.
Thi~ lecture was sponsored by the Junwr and Senior Guild< oi John Carroll
t.'lllver>ity and the Carroll tudcnt Uniou.

Lion Fixing ·in South Africa
Lion fixing wa,: formerly a profitable
occupation in South Africa. Natives
would poison an antelope, kill it and place
it in a likl'ly spot. Lions eating the
poi oncd meat would become groggy, and
white hunters. for a price, were then permitted to ~hoot the beast in the open
without danger to thtmselws.
i · therefore ineligible ior intercollegiate

tammg that luck also partly determines
the fate of a cub, points to the many instances of "scoops" and other unexpected events which have often started an
unknown writer on the road to success;
:\fr. Raper himself gained some of his
fame by a few fortunate circumstances
which carne his way. One of these was
his sensational revelation of graft and
political influence in the Ohio Penitentiary; this startling exposure of corruption introduced the name of Raper to the
public and started him on his long upward march to the pinnacle which he has
now reached.
Another small but important item in
Mr. Raper's good fortune was his brilliance and candidness in the use of the
little black bull which has become an institution in Cleveland. With this clever
device Mr. Raper is able to pour scathing contempt upon the statements of politicians and other braggarts without wasting a word. Wit and uncanny sarcasm
are the chief characteristics of Mr.
Raper's daily column; his pen is mightier
than a sword when he starts to crusade
against vice, graft and the rest of the
American evils of which he has been the
lifelong nemesis.
Recognized as one of Cleveland's distinguished citizens and political progressives, 'N!r. Raper has performed for our
city many great services by his fearlessness and ~ourage in revealing shams and
chicanery in government and other pub-"
lie activities. \Vhile we may not be eye
to eye with him in all of his views, surely he deserves unanimous praise for his
unflinching honesty and frankness in the
activities into which he has entered.
To those who aspire to the glamorous
field of j ornalism, remember Mr. Raper's
maxim for success-hard work and luckand that's one statement that he'll put no
bull in front of.

"On Stage" in ·

FitialWeek
"On Stage," comedy by
Pla)' House is in its fifth and final week.
It has been one of the most successful pro-ductions of the season with a record of
many sold-out houses during its long run.
It has uniquely amusing plot in which
an author, played by K Elmo Lowe, gets
lost in a play in which the characters he
has himself created get away from him
and do things he has never planned for
them.
This play which is produced in Cleveland for the first time, and in advance of
any New York production, is followed by
"Yellow Jack" Sidney Howard's distinguished play which has never before been
produced in any large city outside New
York.
It created a sensation when it opened
just one year ago and was considered the
outstanding production of the season. It
requires a cast of more than forty members and will include prominently S.
Thomas Gomez who has just returned to
the Play House after five months' leave
of absence; Noel Leslie, K Elmo L'()we,
\Villiam Swetland, Adrienne Hillhouse,
Jay Edward Pozz, Kirk Willis, Needham
Smith, Clarence Kavanaugh.
The next children's production at The
Play House will be given Saturday morning, ~farch 23, when The Curtain Pullers, the Play House children's theatre
group will present "Goldilocks and the
Three Bears" and "Ten Minutes by the
Clock."

Building Fund
Studen

e1·erance Hall

Workers

Me~ting
Room 34 Hotel Clev~land
FRIDAY EVE: lNG, MARCH I
Reports

I

Refreshments
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Chester Lynn '36
II Will Coach
Frosh Debaters

:·····································~

Timely Topics
by
Charles Henry
The future of dramatics at John
Carroll university is assured. After
the unqualified success of the recent
production of the Little Theater society there should be no doubt about
the high calibre of the artistic talent
available at Carroll. The cast deserves the plaudits of all for their excellent characterizations; their fine acting recompensed all those who were kind
enough to subscribe. In extending praise
we should not forget the business committees; the efforts they made in the fare
of poor busine s conditions were remarkable. All activities of the production were
diligently supervised by the hard-working
moderator, Father Murphy.
One man who is unknown to many of
the student body, yet one of their most
ardent supporters, is Mr. C)rl Freidel,
the director of dramatics. Mr. Freidel
has given his time and hi fine talent entirely free of charge to all of the plays
produced by J ohn 'Carroll University. We
feel indeed fortunate to have such an unselfish, energetic gentleman applying his
efforts to making the name of John Carroll University better known in the dramatic world.
Lunch Room Inanities
For sheer depravity, the customary scenes in the lunchroom find
parallel only in the pages of history.
We need not seek into Grecian lore
to learn o£ the gruesome orgies of
primitive eating, such knowledge
can be had first hand by a visit
downstairs to the battleground of
flying garbage. Compared with
some of the asinine episodes created there by a few embryonic imbeciles, the gluttony o£ Henry VIII
was epicurean. These fools, who
persist in their chief extra-curricular activity of throwing discarded
i'lrod at their nearest companion,
ght to merit the noble title of the
"Knights of the Pig Sty." If only
they would pursue their studies
with one third the zeal displayed in
dodging a bellicose tomato or an
ominous apple-core, certainly they
would receive great honors at commencement.

* * * *

Booing Boors
Some mental degenerates who have
wormed their evil way into Carroll,
have finally succeeded in making
their shortcomings noticeable at the
convocations by their ungentlemanly
conduct. Only a few malicious individuals have started these discourteous demonstrations, but like a herd
of sheep, many of the more gullible
of the student body have joined in.
Anyone who participates in this
brazen eHrontery, or encourages
someolle else to take part ill it, is
guilty of the most base, small-minded
ingratitude that be, in his unfathomable ignorance, can display. Where

Who's Who at Carroll
Gilbert Link Vice-President
Of Senior Class

Gil Is Daily Commuter
From Painesville

The dark-haired young man whose
picture you see immediately to the
right of these words is - unless the
photographer has sent the wrong picture - :Mr. Gilbert Link, vice-president
of the senior class.
Merely to tell what someone has done
is to fai l often in describing that someone. It is true of course that "The
actio n proclaims the man," and we can
only know what a person thinks by what
he does_ Yet to say that a pe rson is the
president of a club or class, or a member
of certain organi?.ations, is to say very
little about the person himself. A
catalogue of participation in activities
shows an active interest in the school
and an industrious nature; but such
cataloguing is not sufficiently individualizing nor properly descriptive . \Ve
will try th erefore to tell what Gil is like
by what we know of him and will preclude the need for a list of all his activities with the statement that he is a leader
of his class both as a student and as an
extra-curricular worker.
Gil has not attained his leadership by
rah-rah jumping about but by careful
insinuation of studied thought into the
complexities of problems. If you are
one of those who must place people as
'types' then you will think of Gil as the
quiet type. This expression 'quiet type'
is dist urb ingly inadequate, however, because. it is only a negative expression;

Gilbert Link
by it anyone who does not make much
noise is of the 'quiet type.' Gil is quiet
because he is thoughful, not because he
lacks the energy to raise his voice above
the voices of others. His wit is piercing
and subtilizing, his humor contagious,
his laugh ter is more frequent than forceful. He possesses an uncommonly large
amount of common-sen e.
In high school Gil was a star dash
man, an honor student, and valedictorian of his class. For the past eight

years he has commuted dailv between
Cleveland and Painesville. He has escaped much of the ragging most of the
students from small towns are forc~d to
uffer for the rca on that he is not the
kind of small-town student one is inclined
to rag. He has changed many a com·iction that anyone who comes from a small
town ha hay in his hair and sleep in his
eyes.
Gil spends mo t of his time with
Larry Kipp, Bob Hodous, Bob 1!cCarty, Johnny Corbin. Dick Carroll. and
Sam Bauman. The use of the adage
"Tell me who you go with and I'll tell
you what you are." will be perfectly all
right with Gil.
Gil is quiet. But he i · not one of
those whom mothers are apt to call a
"nice boy," which i · often the last resort of one attempting to compliment a
very ordinary person. If you know Gil
you know that his silence is not
emptiness. To know him is to feel you
have here a friend who will not emba rass
you by a inioe personalitie nor snaky
prying into private matters. He will
respect your opinion without adopting
it.
Gil characteristically requested that
there be "no blah" in this article. \Ve
apologize if any has crept in. If by
"blah'' he means empty praise then we
are sure there has been "no blah."

Union Will Send
Men to Conference

Carrollites Lead
In Charity Play

At the meeting of the Carroll Union
on Thursday, Feb. 14, it \1·as tentatively
decided to accept an invitation tendered
by Oberlin College to send several representatives to a collegiate Anti-War Conferente which the latter institution will
hold in :March. Final decision was left up
to the faculty who, if fhey decide to carry
out the idea, will probably select members
of the Senior class to make the trip.
The Union also adopted a motion made
by James Foti, president of the Freshman class, to loan the first-year men
twenty dollars with which to complet6
payments on the freshman football sweaters. The freshman officers agreed to
sign a contract stipulating that the money
will be repaid before the end of the scmester.

This Friday night several members oi
the Little Theater Society will assi,;t in
the presentation of "The Hired Man"' at
Charity Hospital. lo.Iark 11cCollough
11 ill have the leading role a,; Dick Stanhope, Yinccnt Fiebig has an important
part as Bill Barclay, with Joseph Lehane,
John Toner, Frank Carney. James Cavanaugh and Carl DeFranco making up
the rest of the cast selected several weeks
ago. A recent addition was ).[!lachai
Coleman in a minor role.
The student nurses of the hospital annually present a play under the direction
of Miss ).lary }..loran for the benefit of
the Nurses fund.

the elltire faculty and ma.oy Cleveland businessmen are plunging themselves wholeheartedly into the campaign to put John Carroll University
up Oil the Heights, such a boorish, batelui attitude by some of the student
body is unthinkable. Those students
who are really interested in betterillg
the university should co-operate with
the faculty and show some appreciation for the years of labor which they
have sacrificed for them.
In Praise of Science Academy
The Scientific Academy and its tireless
president, Joseph Hynes, deserve commendation for the fine programs which
they h'he presented in the past and the
equally good programs they are planning.
This Thursday Dr. Guy Williams. an
eminent psychiatrist and lecturer, will address the Academy on the fascinating subject of psychiatry. All psychology students would profit by attending this lecture. Likewise, perhaps the few idiots
who have made evident their mental incapability at convocation, would learn more
about themselves from this talk, for Dr.
Williams will discu s insanity and its
characteristics.
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Day and Evening • • • •
WASTE NO TIME-We Have
QUICK SERVICE and
FINE FOODS

Blatz Light and Dark on Tap

Wallace Grosse's
DRUG STORE and
RESTAURANT

2936 Lorain

Dinners -

...

2528 Lorain Avenue
(3 Minutes Walk to Class)

·····································~

Patronize the Campus
Cafeteria

PRESENTS

Its Annual Concert
SUNDAY EVENING

MARCH3
in

Little Theatre of Public
Auditorium
Ground Floor 50c
Balcony 35c

WHERE
CARROLL and IGNATIUS
MEET and EAT
Corner West 30th and Bridge Ave.

·····································~
CEdar 0401
CEdar 0402

ZENITH OIL CORP.
10531 Quincy Ave.

Everything in Line of

Petroleum and
Oil Burners
u••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Junior Guild
of

John Carroll University

Sandwiches • • • Lunches

.

Refreshments • • • Candy

~············································~································~

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Courses in Accounting and Statistics, Banking and Finance, Business Law, Business Letters and Reports, Insurance, Management,
and Marketing and in the relatl!"d arts and sciences.

Day Classes for Men
Evening Classes for Men and Women
Tuition for the Evening Courses, $7.50
a Semester Hour
Programs to Suit the Needs of Individual Students.
Preparation for the C. P. A . Examinations.
Curriculum Leading to the B. S. Degree in Business Administration.
Advanced Courses for Graduate Students.
For Further Information Consult
Professor F. W. Grafi or Professor j. H. March

JOHN CARROLL UNIVERSITY
Member of the North Central Association.

West 30th at Lorain
,······································~

St. Ignatius
CONFECTIONERY

Lunches

~·············································································~

John Carroll Band

rr================il

Cleveland's Comfortable
Wine and Beer Parlor
Finest Imported and Domestic Wines

-STUDENTS

Piano Invented in 1720
In its present form the piano was invented in 1720, but before it came the
clavichord, the spinet, and the harpsichord.
In all these the music was produced by
qu[lls which plucked the strings. It was
not until the piano was designed that
~····································· · hammers were used to strike the strings.

BRAUSTUBL

In accordance with the usual John CarToll forensic program plans arc being
iormed to hold a freshman debating tour·
nament. Thi:; tournament will be staged
\Yith two definite objectives in mimL
First representati\·e freshman teams
will be chosen. :\!tho no definite step:;
have been taken as yet, the freshman
are planning meets with fre·hman team
of other colleges. If the tourney is completed in time, a team or two of freshmen will he sent to the ~ortheastern Debate tourney at .\kron on ".March !G.
The,;e teams need not necessarily be the
,,·inning teams but may be chosen hy lo.fr.
\\'alter O"Donnell, professor of economic~
at Carroll.
Another purpose i. to give the boys
some valuable experience in actual debating. It is upon the ·houlders of the
present freshmen that the future of debating at Carroll rests. This tournament
is expected to add a stimulus to the interest in debating that fre~hmen have al·
ready rnanitested this year.
The issue i to be the u ual topic o£
the rear. "Resolved that the nations
should agree to prc1·cnt the international
shipment oi arms and munitions." The
first round is scheduled for next \Vednesday afternoon, "March 6.
Pairings for the first round are as follows with the affirmative teams listed
first: Robert Cauley and \Valter Tully vs.
Louis Kaluzsa and Ralphonse Kraft:
Harold ).f eade and Joseph Owens vs.
Ray Schneider and Sig Hardulak;
Joseph Murphy and \Villiam Cosgrove vs.
Thomas Osborne and Robert Brengartner; Thomas Kelly and Carl de Franco
vs. William Goellner and Edward McCarty.
t\ 11 meetings arc under the supervision
of ).[r. O'Donnell, director of debating
at Carroll. Chct Lynn 'J6 has undertaken the task of coaching the frosh in
the art of forensics and in the nature of
the topic.
Two defeats are needed to elimii1ate a
team. Uml<·r this sy.'tem every team will
have an opJl.Q.[tW,J.it~-of dehatintr .QO .bQ.th.l __ _
sides of the question before being ruled
out.

MElrose 1860

SEMI-FORMAL
SUPPER- DANCE
at
SHAI{ER TAVERN
March 2nd
9 O'clock

$2.00 a Couple
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It's More Lectures that We Need
Last Friday evening Father Hubbard, the famous Jesuit geologist from the
University of Santa Clara, presented an illustrated lecture at Severarice Hall
before twelve hundred students, alumni and friends of John Carroll University.
This was a fine lecture, the crowd was ufficiently large to insure the covering
of expcn es and the granting of a fair margin of profit, and the sponsors, the
two Carroll Guilds and the Carroll Student Union were well satisfied with the
re ult. But now most of us, like the mercenary troops which followed Hannibal over the Alps, are inclined to retreat into the ,-alley of victory where we
may dream of the successful encounter and separate ourselves from the greater
opportunities for success, which lie just over the hill. By so doing we do ourselves and our university a great injustice. If we continue. a - we have begun,
we will be able to sponsor many more publk lectures. Let us bring more of
the nation's famous men to Cleveland. The Carroll Union should plan another
lecture immcdiateh·,-perhap a ~erics uf lectures. Let us announce to the nation
.....--.-..:....;t~h~at John Carroli 'niversity ha,; established itself as a cultural center and
thereby hopes to bring greater glory on its city, its students, itself, and the
principles for which it tands.

Depen.d on Band for Real
Performance
This i more of a reminder than a plea. On Sunday evening, ~arch 3,
the John Carroll Uni,·ersity Band will present its annual concert at the Little
Theater of the Public Auditorium.
The first reply to such a statement might be, "\Vhat can a band do except
march? There's no gridiron in the Little Theater.''
Those who have been vastly entertained at previous Carroll Band concerts
know that the answer to such a response is: a band can do plenty besides march,
and no gridiron is necessary.
Last year's concert erased the eye-brow raising of all attending doubtingThomases. Carroll's band is neither the largest nor the most versatile in the
country but we confidently venture the boast that even a music expert would be
well repaid for hi · attendance at the concert.
If you can sit through this concert without feeling a genuine heart-warming,
spine-tingling thrill at the competence of your fellows you have no blood in you.
\Ve are confident that thi · reminder is sufficient.

.. He who WJII nor pardon or 1ers mlist
'lOt himself expect pardon."
MARCH
5--First Shakespearean play
presented in U.S., 1750,
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POLK'S POI,»ONAL PIFFLE
y

ouR man abo 1t the calendar is convinced that all work
and no play wi 1 make no jack for this dul! boy ... he is
determined to rais his "mush money" rates in order to meet
current expenses . . . the "stoolies" are picketing for better
breaks ... the cost of maintaining info bureaus is staggering
... the toll exacted for staggering about society circle is pihigh . . . and the:;e pi-high tariffs have exhausted a sorely
weakened wk. end purse . . . o here I am broke, with every
danger of being "busted'' further ... yet I must embalm this
lyric with its custo:nary dark and dull phrases for mebbee this
blackmailing epi
will earn enuff to defray cortege expenses.

Eugene F. Gleason

To us, one of the most potent arguments for the perpetuation of American
democracy is represented by a squarish,
substantial-looking white stone buildi11g
at the corner of Superior Avenue and
Ea t Jrd Street in Cleveland. Whatever
graft-ridden politics and chicanery may
infest our present government, we cannot
* * * *
et down as a total loss the system which
Q H. Well, we c rid have had a more cheerful introduction
the Piffler
produces anything so completely fine as
... but who kr ows what the future has in ·tore for u ..•
our own Public Library.
we may improve before we conclude ... the future, as seen by
When the platitudes of politicians beour calendar, contains the following dates f note ... Tonite, the Sigma Delta Omega
gin to oppress us with the gloomy conviction that democracy, after all, is no frat will glide at Glicks. an event postpQned from last Thursday due to the TAT
more than a chimaera-a soot'hing syrup dance conflict ... Tomorrow nite, the Damien Society frolicks at Devon Hall . . .
for the common man-we turn to the the new officers, \\' m. "Buzz" Carey '33, Pres. Mary Henessey, Ursuline '35, V. P.
Lucille Keller, ND '35, V.P. Ruth Schw~ rtner. WRU, Secty. and Paul Kilfoyle '35,
Public Library for a renewal of faith.
treas., promise a complete dance treat f r your half-buck . . . Friday, the Union
It has never failed us. A trip through
its hall , an appreciation of its work, and sends Polk, the pacifist to Oberlin for -rational Collegiate Peace Conference . . .
we go away in a warm glow of satisfacSenior Class convenes in Music Room a er its Fri-nite Ethics Seminar for a "pertion with the status quo.
fect natural happiness" celebration . . . a few hired men from Carroll appear in
"Everyman's Treasure House"
Charity Nurses' production, "The Hired fan" in Jordan Hall ... Saturday, Toledo
Those who have not used the Library St. J ohn's sends debate team here, with ynn. Henry, and Yours Truly on deck for
can scarcely grasp the fullness of its demJCV ... George Duffy will dish out lyric: 1 cures at St. John's ::-rurses Formal at the
ocratic spirit. But the other -regular
·Lake
Shore Hotel ... Junior Guild spon ors supper club social at Shaker Tavern.
borrowers and readers-find real significance in the phrase which 1Irs. Ida Rob* * * *
erts, Publicity Director of the Library. T URKIKG back the calendar for mcm<~rablc dates ... last nite, Fr. Wilfred Parsons, Editor of "America," opened X ' Forum ... Sunday nite ~like \Valsh bid
u es to describe it: "Everyman's Treasadieu to :\.1ary Jo Ka,·anaugh on her re urn to 11t St Joe's in Cincy ... ~fary Jo
ure House.'' For these latter have seen
its ideals at work, seen the efficient and
rated the Dayton Prom· last month and this Fri she's dated for Xavier prom . . .
impartial way it meets the needs of scholar
last Satdee, Larry :\!iller and Irene Tr inor officially announced their engagement
and pupil, millionaire and hobo, Jew and at Omega Delta sorority setto, while doz 'ns of Carroll Colonels cheered lustily ...
Christian. This is democracy actually at the ational Guard party at Guild Hall n the same nite, found many local confedwork. Here one does not have to '"know erates holding the fort well ... among ho. e in armor were Tom O'Connell, Bud
a fellow" to obtain helpful service.
Certainly nothing about the Library Hurd, Spooks Morgan, Bob William , Fr. n, Dave and Vin 2\Iarquard .... o well did
awakens more good-will toward it than its the bishop like the dramatic efforts of th~ NCCW at his 24th anniversary breakfast
highly competent staff of I ibrarians and last Fri that he urged Director Carl Fre del to form a Catholic L TS in Cleve ...
Feb. 21 wa an epochal date in the lives of many ... "C'' club iniation found neotheir assistants. College graduates, generally, they have the background neces- phytes drinking the ugliest Penrod balsa 1. . .. Carroll campus was covered with
sary to understanding of reader want . high school flivvers ready for po~t-retreat ilgrimage ... Band rehearsals for concert
Further. they have an almost priestly de- at ~\-indemere, Jack Hearns forgets br' dal costume, hurried borrowing-bee finds
votion to their work. Such zeal, the dress, coat and hat for Jony :\loran-Bill. c~!ahon aye-do ceremony ... TAT prance
reader feels, goes far beyond the slender at Lake Shore was a distinct success . . Gaels partied in Parma, and even the
eward Q£ a libra ia.p',o; pay- nvclope.
lice felt f~o "sh ... Holy :Name dansant o both the eves of 16th and 26th was atten Open Shelf Plan
ed by several Carrollalongs ... The l\0 tea to Ursuline Seniors on the 17th end
Much of the success of the Cleveland
Library came from the efforts of one man, with Marie Cooney in possession of the oli\'cd-bedecked grapefruit-a prize which
\Villiam H. Brett. At his suggestion, made everyone envious ...
the local library became the first among
* *
the great libraries of the world to adopt
Ev\' S ~[ a cod:ed nature ... ~he . heila ~arrett of the local colleges is Judy
the open shelf plan. By this plan, the
Meredrth of 1\ D who can doub•e yo up wah her ace mimicry of certain pedahaughty books of former days went dem- gogues ... the lovely Verana Votaw ,,·,as erroneously charged with a visit to the
ocratic. The fuss of filling out cards for
Cleve Club on the nite of the - ro Prom t the University Club ... if the "·o Borer
every book was replaced by the simple had only asked me I could have furnished the authentic report ... Irene O'Connor of
system of merely going to the shelf and Ursuline and Betty Jicka of 1\D are the oremost collegiate press agents ... a Pastaking one's pick.
kert-McGettrick engagement was recent announced, but you second guessers are
John G. \Vhite, another powerful force
wrong-it was Rita Paskert's bethrotba to Frank Walters, and Jane 1IcGettrick
in the making of our Library, gave it one
pledged her allegiance to Tom Keiner . . . Doc },fcGannon '25 and Louise Houck
of the most complete collections of folkwill ankle to the altar this June ... 11a le Cooney aspires to become the city first's
lore in America. And of course Linda
motorwoman . . . Felicia Sawicki wond r,; ''when i a date not a date" . . . Dot
A. Eastman, since her first connection
with the Library, ha gone far to make it"
Brennan, Ursuline student council prexy, is a sure-fire double for that lovely damsel
the organizatiov it is.
in the Camel ciggie ads . . . Ruth 1iid;;y, )ID, is one debater \\hO can tell other
The various services of the library?
debaters a thing or two and get away with it ... Ed ~IcAilister and Lucille Santo
Such a brief consideration as the present acted as chaperones at the '1\D prom-boy how time Ays-and to think, Ed and I
one can note only a few-school libraries,
used to be classmates!!! Mary Lynch,
nducted U'line soph tryouts yesterday for
branch libraries, lending of phonograph
Easter play ... '!\D's bishop play on M r. 19 entitled the "Spirit of the Eucharistic
records and sheet music, library exhibiCongress," stars Mary McKee, Kay H mphrey, and "Greta" Sawicki . . . Thru
tions, "Tie-ups" with current events and
current moving pictures, radio broadcasts 11arch, the Cleve. Deanery is sponsoring atdee afternoon teas at Taylor the South
and invaluable service to the blind through Euclid and Overlook Rd gals are acting s hostesses and models .. . Doc Trame will
the Braille Division of the Main Library. guestar on U'line Bio Chern program to orrow eve, and we hope he wows them so
The $4,500,000 which went into the con- that they'll all fall out of their chairs this time ... Gene Kane is living at ND, after
tnrction of our present Main Library a try at commuting from Avon for a wk
is likely to be the sounde t investment
*
* *
our city government will ever make. To B ACK to the_ campus for finishing
flashes ... Bud Hurd inaugurates a bi-monthly
every literate citizen of the community,
\Valter Wmchell broadcast from vVJ Y commencing in March ... ~Iitty Valit i a key to understanding of the goverian, Bill Nardi and Jack Shea began teaching geometry and algebra to ~VTech
ernment and the world that would otherwise, for the majority, remain inaccessi- studcs this "k ... Frankie Biehl has cnt .red Charity Hospital for an operation, and
ble. \Vhen the sparrows ha,·e claimed he ought to find much Carroll company ior the boys in the Charity play have been
Cleveland Stadium for their own, the Li- found in all wards, on all floors, running elevators, borrowing ciggie, and everything
brary will still be carrying on the greate. t of a nui ance character ... Anne lamm rino named her pup, "Mike" and her b.f.,
the young Mr. Artale. immediately obj ted . . . Shamrocks to Stan Croson the
edu~ation work in this democracy.
bald headed postal clerk who found enu time to write the prize winning Educ~tion
thesis ... and a Hemlock toast for the Ia at \Vinsor French stooge ... Lad Vondra
is making a new bid for entry into the ig leages, he is now dating Earl Averill's
That government has least revolu- maid •.. the Fiebig-Brewster split now pears permanent ... Del Artl, frosh tank
tions whose trough is long enough for star, may have a few jobs to pa s around if his dad is lucky enuff to win the mayorall the hogs.
ship ..• Dick Leu ch, the rector's ever n issing chauffeur, has transferred his alleg* • * *
iance to west side of town because it sav ~s him gas ... Jim Siffin has quit the var·
He who fights and runs away
sity cage squad to work out with Ray ~fe era's aquatic team. in order to develop that
Li>e to fight another day.
ardwalk-fans . . . Frankie Burns is more
But he who fights and sticks around \\'eismuller physique for those )..fentor
Forthwith rs found beneath the intere ted in Arlow Averill. of Spence ian. now, because Beth Gillen of ~!ather
ground.
refuses to speak to him ... Jim Darling
~Iantua journeys to 0. \\'esleyan in Dela* * • *
The man of a "retiring'' nature seldom ware on Sunday to see his East Pale ti11 e, 0. heartthrob ... Bill ~[addock, the Pi
Sig's soldier of fortune. returned from
lifornia recently with a tong axe, symbol
makes enough to retire.
of a battle in which he innocently figure ... Bill Leppig was . een reading Bally·
*
•
•
*
The pedestrian harvest this year can hoo during the retreat exercise . . .
'OOn as the varsity men got their new
only be de. cribed as a bumper crop.
sweaters, AI Benedict lost it to '"her" . . JCJhn Furlong was recently elected pres.
* fury
* like
* the
* brew that's of the Cleveland Bus Drivers :\ssn . . . om tanton wonders why Juel \\'ani. the
Hell hath no
Terre Haute cutie, didnt call him when n town Ia t wk . ,
Corn.

N

You'll Agree-

* *
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Fr. Otting Starts
Ethics Seminar
T hi rty-five seniors attended the initial
Ethics seminar, Friday evening, February
15. This inaugurates a weekly series,
which will deal with such ethical problems that lie beyond the scope of the
course now being offered.
The numerous questions which were
put to Father Otting during and after
class time led him to belie,·e that there
was a vital need for a gathering of this
sort where the seniors might come to
clear up any doubts on problems of this
nature.
As was evidenced by the first meeting,
the g roup will not be conducted as a class
but will be conducted by the students
themselves with Father Otting acting as
refer ee when a subject arises beyond the
grasp of ~e seniors.
Quest ions discussed at the first meeting were, the necessity of fasting before
communion, and the various laws and
regulations which often bother the layman.

5

Faculty Conducts
Retreats, Novena

Notes and Quotes
***"'A good way to relieve the monotony
of any job is to think up ways of improving it.
****A man is as big as the things that
annoy him.
•••• At a lodge in Philadelphia, a score or
more years ago, a group of very old veterans were tell ing stories about Lincoln.
"1fy wife collected autographs," said one.
"She wrote Lincoln for a sentiment and
she got in reply a note which ran : 'Dear
}.fadam: \ Vhen you ask from a stranger
that which is of interest only to you rself
always enclose a stamp. There's your
sentiment, and here's your autograph.
A. Lincoln !' "
-Washington Star
****An Irishman accused of being drunk,
protested that he was sober, whereat hi
companion retorted: "If ye was sober,
ye'd have since enough to know ye was
dhrunk."
-Hudson's Land's End
****I never saw a man with one short leg
but that the other one was longer.
-Compensat ion

****"I would go to war willingly," said
Irishman McGee, "If I were compelled
to go."
****A voice on the telephone was over
heard to say: "I can hear you until
you begin to talk, and then I can't understand a thing you say."
****If I only knew where I was to die,
I would never go near the place.
****There is a certain tenor in the Glee
Club whose voice is very powerful, in
fact he should be able to fill Severance
Hall without straining himself, but what
we're afraid of is that the people will
leave to make more room for his voice.
****The inquiring reporters question of
the week was, "Do you think a woman
can amount to as much as a man? A
certain Frank P., gave the most original
answer. "No, I do not. How can she,
when a man has got a wife to help him?"
•'***The other day I asked what I might
consider news, and found that women,
wampum and wrongdoings were the answer.
"'***The other day we visited a new spot

where a new cocktail was being introouced, k"l!O\\"n as the Contradictary Cocktail, and made in the following manner.
First you put in whiskey to make it
strong, then you add water to make it
weak; you put in lemon to make it sour,
and sugar to make it sweet, pepper. to
make it hot and ice to make it cold : you
say, here's to you. - and drink it yourself.
****Statistics show that the epitaph of the
average man should be; Dead at thirty,
buried at sixty.
****It's a great kindness to tru~t people
with a secret. They feel so important
while telling it.
****The main difficulty about cutting off
the e_"penses of government is that practically all the expenses can vote.
-Columbia Record
****Two pints make one cavort.
-Temple U. Owl
"'***Bridge players learn to take it on the
shin.
****And there are the early to bit!, early
to raise, bridge players.

To clo_c the annual midyear retreat
period the Rc1·. B. J. Rodman, S. ]., pre·idcnt of John Carroll "L uivcr,ity, is conducting a. rdrl'at for the gradu:tting
class of Notre Dame High >chool. Thi,;
is the third consccuti,-c annual retreat
which Fr. Rodman has gi1·cn at .. •otre
Dame.
John Carroll students will be interested
to note that the Re,·. L. Lynch, S. ].,
member of the Carroll facultr, and the
Re,-. George Shea, S. ]., a grauuatc of
John Carroll University and at present,
stationed at St. Stanislaus. Parma, will
direct the annual !\ ovcna of Gran•, which
begins 1farch 4, at St. ~[ary'~. Fr.
Lynch will be in charge of the evening
services, while Fr. Shea will conduct the
afternoon se:sions.
*Some cause happiness wherever they
go, others whenc,·er they go.
•••• 'till another usc for cellophane is as
a surgical dre·sing, its transparency making the wound visible while keeping it
hound.

H

"WHEN 'BLUE' spells come
on or I'm tired and jittery
from a busy day, I turn to
Camels. In no time after
smoking a Camel, fatigue
slips a war. I have the energy
to face the next task. And
what a delightful flavor
Camels have I I never seem
to tire of them."
(Signed)
ELIZABETH CAGNEY, '35

"STUDIES ARE HARDER than they used to be,"
says Bissett, '35. " Competi tion in all o utside acti vities
is keener. I'm studying law myself- insurance law. T he
prospect of combing over old case h istories at night reading up on dry p recede nts and decisions - is p retty
heavy going- especially as I'm tired to begi n with !
But Camels help m e throug h. If I feel too tired to conceouate, I sit back a nd ligh t a Camel. Soo n I feel refreshed. 1 ca n renew my stud ies wi th fres h energy. As
Camels taste so grand, I smo ke a lot. But I have never
had Camels bother my nerves."
(Signed) WIUIAM F. BISSE1T. '35

HIT SHOW OF THE AIR!
TUNE IN ON THE CAMEL CARAVAN
Featuring WALTER O 'KEEFE • ANNETTE HANSHAW
GLEN GRAY'S CASA LOMA ORCHESTRA
TUESDAY
!O:OO p.m. E.S.T.
9 :OO p. m. C.S.T.

S:OOp.m.M.S.T.
7:OOp.m. P.S.T.

THURSDAY
9:00p.m. E.S.T.
8:OOp.m. C.S.T.

9:30p.m. M.S.T.
8:30p.m. P.S.T.

OVER COAST · TO- COAST WABC·COLU.MBIA NETWORK

Copyri .. bt, l!tlO

R . J. Reynolds Tob. Co.

times when I get tired. Then

I smoke a Camel. For I have
always noticed that Camels
belp a lot in easing the strain
and renewing my 'pep.' l
smoke Camels a lot. They
taste so good, and never
affect my nel"\·es." {S;gned)
E. H. PARKER. Ch;ef Po.lot
Eaotem Ak Lineo
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SEE YOUR
TEAM WIN

Carroll
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Speaking
of

Sports • • •

Carroll Plans
Track in '36
Athletic Board Appropriates
Funds for Track and Various
Intramural Activities
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e~s
INTRAMURAL
STM'DINGS
American League
Won Lost Pet.
Team
1.000
0
Biologists ......... .... . 7
.800
1
Pico Jrs . ............... 4
.666
2
Hottentots ...... ...... 4
.500
3
Celtics ................... . 3
.500
2
Band ................... .. 2
.400
3
Damesters ............ 2
.400
3
League of Nations 2
.250
3
Breadwinners ..... . 1
.000
8
Buckeyes ............. . 0
National League
Team
Won Lost Pctg.
1.000
Whirlwinds ......
5
0
.833
Pico Srs. ........ ...
5
1
.750
Cyclones ............
3
1
.714
Organic Chemists 5
2
.600
Kuz Klub ..........
3
2
.500
Flyers ............ ....
3
3
.400
Bears ...................... 2
3
.125
Fresh'n Scientists
1
7
.000
Clan of Gaels ............0
8

John Carroll will not have a track
team. • •ot this year anyhow. But the
By Bill Halloran
• school will be represented by a squad
We ser in the papers that tilt Yale of run, jump, and 1oss men next year.
And that team will have equipment, and
11atators IIO'iil' ;t'lm 135 t:OJ~SNJtli<t•e swima track to run on, and a field to pracming nwels and tl'!' tlli11k of the day wlun
tice on. Thus decided the Athletic ComCarroll ·utili -.Pill a meet. That cloy is i11
mittee in a special meeting on ).[onday,
the near future, if we hm•r jttdgrd corFebruary 18.
rrcll)• the f>romisiug Carroll umlrrclassAfter consulting a list of trackmen
IIICII"Wh{) aspire for aquatic fame , but they
compiled by the News and a table of
tell 111e the coach ham't been see11 for
equipment bids submitted by leading
St't•cral waks turw.
sporting goods firms, the committee un•
From Kankakee, Illinois, home of the animously agreed that the school should
St. Yiator teams, which were hardy enter a team in this sport, but decided
perennials on previous Carroll football against having one this year because
Wednesday, Feb. 27
schedules, cOJlles the news that the coach about half of the promising material is
has resigned. Ray Murphy, who learned drawn from the freshman class, and
6:30 Band vs. Pico J rs.
therefore
ineligible
for
intercollegiate
7:30 Organic Chemists vs. Cyhis tackling and blocking at Fordham,
quit as coach because "promises of a•'free competition. Since only four members
clones.
8:30 Kuz Klub vs. Bears
hand' in running the team had not been of the upperclass squad are seniors, the
majority of upperclassmen are eligible
Thursday, Feb. 28
kept."
•
•
•
•
for one or two more years. This group
6:30 Pico Srs. vs. Kuz Klub
The Blue Streaks ended their blue combined with the freshman material
7:30 \Vhirlwinds vs. Bears
streak of nine straight defeats at To- will form a topnotch squad. The present
8:30 Domestics vs. Breadwinners
ledo some time back and your scribe location was also considered an obstacle
believes he is the only student to to participation due to lack of facilities
have profited financially from this for proper practice.
unexpected turn of affairs. Yes, I
As a proof of good faith the committee
wagered they would win and-sur- went on record on 1his point. In addition
pl'ise of surprises-they did.
the committee voted an appropriation of
•
•
•
•
$100 for track as part of an appropria\Vhen a fellow picks as winner, a team tion which is to be used for minor sports Whirlwinds or Biologists Seen
which has won but two games in the past and recreation purposes. This money is As Intramural Champions:
two seasons, and none in nine games this to be used to purchase necessary equip- McGraw Leading Scorer
year and he Joses-weJI just don't waste ment and to obtain material for conany sympathy on him. But when he wins structing hurdles, and to purchase prizes
As the Intramural baskeleers are swinghe deserves a ranking as Head ~fystic, for intramural track meets to be held
ing
into the closing two weeks of their
Highest Prognosticator, or Chief Pickum this year. These meets will help to inLong Shot of the local chapter of Loyal crease interest in track, give the top schedule one can notice that their games
Sons of the Itching Palm branch of the flight material some competition this year are more closely contested than ever, and
and help bring out any talent yet undis- characterized by close guarding and acSchool pirlters of Ame-rTca.
curate shooting.
* • * •
covered.
In a crucial game last week. the BioloAs the rorrcspondc11ce school ads woJdd
A track and field wiJI probably be
lun:.:: it. "They lallgilcd ~,·/U'JI I picked built in time for use next vear. They gists, by keeping possession of the ball
Carroll to wiu b11t -.ehet~ I camc armmd are to be constructed on the john Carroll most of the time, and by excellent de£ento coll<'Cf, tlto• t,·mJft•d to kiW<l' lunt• I Campus on the Heights as part of an ive play defeated the Hottentots by the
/rarnrd to p!ay the n>i1mcr in Sllch a short $18,000 P. \V. A. project for the Village score of 27 to 18. In another hard fought
battle the Biolotime, {lhty knew /ro-w I picked the foot- of University Heights. This project is
gists nosed out the
/>all gam,·s ju.s/ surh a fe•~· 111011/lrs ago). now under consideration in Washington.
~'
Pico Jrs. by the
Hut /ikt· the daisi('s, I won't tell.
The project also calls for the construe~·
~\
score of 15 to 13.
* •
tion of a number of tennis courts.
_...
Frank McGinty
Some one handed me a clipping about
These recreational facilities will be re.won this game by
an overtime basketball game which ended served for the use of Carroll students on (.:'\
\
94 to 92. The two teams, Spanishburg all school days and for the use of citizens ~
)
caging two foul
~hets ,1ust beJore....
ami ~:IK\-are were ti-ed ar&f aii aiid thn:""
~ 1' the community at aii other ~meS'.
~~TI
overtime periods were necessary. The
The surrounding territory also affords ·.._ '-'J
the whistle blew.
Lusk brothers had a monopoly on the an excellent opportunity to include cross~J
By winning these
point market. cornering 62 between them. country running and obstacle racing as
~
two games the
Biologists h ave
(Collti11u.::d 011 Pagr 7, Col. 1)
part of the regular track program.
·
L
practically cinched t h e A men can eague
Pennant.
The Whirlwinds maintained their lead
in the National League when they defeated the Pico Srs., their strongest rivals,
by the score of 21 to 17. Finnegan of
• •ew rules and regulations pertaining to the li ·t of players that have participated the Fico Srs. was the high point man in
th(; awarding of sweaters and letters for in the minimum time specified, these play- this game. \Veiler and Lavelle lead the
ers, that in his opinion have merited an \Vhirlwinds with eight and four points
competition in major sports were recently
award, provided that in the event a mem- respectively. By the score of 21 to 16
announced by Ralph Vince, athletic di- ber of the team has faithfully attended the Breadwinners paced by Rumplick and
rector.
practice during his ophomore, junior and the Osborne twins defeated the Celtics.
The principle change was that of plac- enior years, and has been faithful and In another fact and thrilling game the
ing the recommendation for award in the con cientious in his effort, but lacks suf- Flyers. caging 26 points to 21 for their
ficient participation to merit an award, opponents, the Bears, gained a hard
hands of the head coach of the sport.
the coach may, at the end of that players' earned and well-deserved victory.
Another change pro,•idcs that a partici- senior year, recommend him for an
The men who have gained the most
pant in any port ~h;tll receive a sweater award.
points to date are ).{cGraw of the Hotten4. A player shall recei,·e a sweater to- tots with 83, his teammate Mormile with
vnly with the first letter he receives in
any ~port. These changes apply to only p-ether with a letter only on the occasion 63, Cataliota and Artale of the Biologists
of the first award given him in any par- with 43 and 42 respectively, and Finnegan
the major sports, football and basketball.
ticular port, thereafter for each addi- of the Pico Srs. with 35.
.Minor sport regulation · so far remain tiona! award in that sport, he shall only
After all of the teams have completed
unchanged. Thes • regulation· will go receive a Jetter.
their schedules, which will be in three
weeks at the latest, the American League
into effect immL-diately affecting football
winner· will meet the N a tiona! League
and basketball, Carroll's major sports.
winners. in a series of three games. The
Scn·ice awards will still be granted on
winner of these three game· will be prere,·ommendation of the coach. to playsented with a gold medal and the loser
er- who devote three years to a sport
with a silver medal.
without completing requirements for gainIn a very short time the Carroll footFurther results of last week's games
ing a monogram.
ball squad will hegin preparations for the are as follows: Hottentots 61, Band 8,
The following rules were adopted :
'cason of 1935. Immediate!)' after the Damesters 15, Celtics 12, Organic Chem1. That a member of the football squad clo:e of the basketball sea on, the gJ·m
i ts 22. Flyers 10, Cyclones 21, Kuz Klub
shall participate in a minimum of 120 will be taken over by the backfield men
11.
minutes of at•tual play, the first game not of Ia t year's freshman and varsity teams,
to be considered or counted in the time and the freshman ends and centers. As
In the District of Columbia an extraplayed.
soon a weather conditions permit, the mural league is in operation allowing the
Z. That a memocr of the basketball entire squad will engage in outdoor crim- championship intramural contenders in
team ~hall participate in the equi,·alent of mages, which will probably take place in boxing. basketball, Yolley ball, swimming,
at least four full games.
Edgewater Park. According to Coach and soft ball at Catholic U., Georgetown
.t The head coach shall then recom- Yarr, the gridders will continue their and l!aryland to meet for the e:...""tramend to the Athletic Committee, from work.lut: until sometime in l-f ay.
mural championship of the district.

•

• •

Cage Teams Near
Playoff Games

* *

7ttlfliA

Award Regulations Changed
For Major Sports Competition

Football Practice
Again This Spring

s

Spo

CHEER FOR
YOUR TEAM

Streaks Prep fo1r Big Four
Opponents Aft~~r Busy Week
lJ;Uproved Carroll Quintet Vies
With Reserve, Baldwin-Wallace
In Last Games of Season

Cagers Lose Two Overtime Frays
But Conquer in Second Battle
With St. John's Five

The hapless Carroll quintet finally disJohn Carroll's cagers will journey o
University Circle tonight, to meet tl e lodged the pursuing bogey of defeat by
Red Cats of Reserve in a return engag - whipping Toledo St. Johns, 50-40. Disment. Reserve is sporting a 500 percen
age now with seven wins and seve playing a marked improvement in each
game the Streak talent really displayed
losses.
The Red Cats are better, however, than their true ability in the game with St.
the e figures would indicate. Ray Clif- Johns. Kever seeming to get rattled the
ford's boys have engaged some of t c
boys put on a display of cool, heady, and
fine t teams in the country and have he
their own with all. The Cats have d - iast basketball.
feated Fenn, Drake, Ohio U., John Ca~Gene Wolanski darting in and out was
roll, Case, Baldwin Wallace, and Find- again high scorer for the evening. His
lay. Michigan State. :Marquette and Bu ~- six field goals and five foul shots netted
ler, who are among the best in the cou1 him a neat total of seventeen points. Bill
try, defeated Reserve.
Four of last year's veterans, Har iY l\IcNally, one of the most improved playPontius, Harold Burke, \V"'Ilter Katze [- et;s on the squad, was runner-up on the
meyer, and Jack Bricker. returned fd•r Carroll team with nine points. Szczygiel,
this season. \Villie Fleishman, sophd- from the moment after the opening tipoff
more forward, has proved himself to 1e when he flipped in the first basket, was
a fine eager. Rescn·e's attack revolv 6• the mo. t troublesome of the visitors. Each
around big Harry Pontius who plays
of his five baskets thrilled the audience.
the pivot position. Pontius, and Fleisd· Late Rally Wins
man are high and consistent scorer· .
One particular bit of encouragement can
Katzenmeyer, a guard who prepped ~ t be gleaned from this fray. \Vhereas the
Lakewood, is con;idered by his coach o tendency in earlier games was for the
be the finest de fen ·ive player in the B g Streak five to bog down in the closing
Four.
minutes, it was not until the last five
John Carro11 plays its final game of t e minutes that they applied the pressure
season against Baldwin \Vallace at o r and pulled away from the visitors. Xear
gym. The Streaks lo t their initial tu~- the end of the game the score was 40 to
sle with the Yellow-Jackets 57-35. Bald- 39, but paced by Wolanski they staged
win \\'allace also has shown great pow r a rally that left their opponents far bewith defeating Carroll, Ohio U., Fin - hind.
Although the outcome was not as satislay, Bluffton, Ashland, and other Oh
Conference fives.
factory, the Case game wa none the less
The Berean's attack is based arom
thrilling. • -ot regarded before the game
big \Vard Powell, center and ph·ot rna
as even competition the Carroll eager
Twice this season Powell has outscor
surprised the Scientists by gaining' 26
the opp sing team. • -orm Schoen an I tu 16 lead in the second half. But
Gordon Splete cavort at forward, whi
\\ith big Ed \Valtcrs functioning smo thRudes and Haerr are guard>. Schoe
ly at pivot, the lead was slowly era d.
a sophomore, is an all-around athlet
In the last minute 'of the re,gulation sesbeing a fine tennis, football, and bas - sion \\'alters dropped in the t"ying marker,
ball player. Wylie Everett, who starre ,hot from under the basket.
on the gridiron, last season. sees mu ·
Foul Shot Settles It
action in all of the Yellow-Jackets' conFor four minutes in the overtime petioo neither team was ~ble to penetrate
tests.
. Carroll's ca?ers have ~~own stea
he othcr"s defense. But then lanky Bob
tmprovement st. ~1Ce the addtllon of Gle_n1 \\'illiam., Case sub, was fouled and from
Garrett and Btll Scope!. The Streak's he foul line he dropped the ball through
attack, due to the brilliant scoring ~f he meshes-and was all Case needed
Gene Wolanski _and Garret, has gain d
Gene \Volanski wa ;,gait~ high sc~rer
\..\Dth f.o1t.r: Roohrunore~ .a.s_
·~===I
~~"·
~j10r-tn-e frac .
· even-baskers-rana=nv•
first stnng players, Carrolls prospec ~ foul shots gave him a total of nineteen
for next season loo~ good. T~1 e Strea
points. The game was essentially a battwo final games wtth Baldwt~ Walla e tic of centers. \Volanski and \\'alters
and 'Western Reserve are gomg to te
.
lf h 36 pomts · between· them; that was
tough , h arc1 f oug11t con tes ts \\1··th th e 1·r1- 1netted
·
th
d
d
t
the:r 1a t e tot a 1 pomts reg1stered.
e e ge ue o
1
A
. .
va ders h old mg
.
d
nother thnllmg-nevertheless heartprevJOus recor s.
breaking--overtime battle was the one in
which Heidelberg dropped the home cagers, 39 to 37. In the final minute of the
regular time Wolanski cheered the hearts
of his supporters by locking the score at
37 all. After Schmidt sent the Student
Princes ahead with a two-point bucket,
News to Conduct Tournament
Glenn Garrett went to work.
For Miniature Tennis Fans
Tying Points Ruled Out
He shot for the basket, as pretty a shot
Ping pong is coming to John Carrol).
The celluloid spheres will \vhiz, and pin~r. as anyone could ask for. But the referee
and pong, and pong, there will be heat d claiming that in shooting Glenn had fouled
arguments on the relative advantages 1f his opponent. His own basket was therefinger spin services and the use of rubb r by nullified. Although the foul shot was
paddles, cut strokes, chop strokes, volley •. missed, the gun sounded immediately aftetc. Young brows will crease in an eff o 'it er the following tip off-Carroll's opporto do something about that trick shot cf tunity to score had passed.
\\" olanski reached his greatest height
so and so's, and that funny backhand (rf
~omebody else·s. And a good time wi"ll in this game. Twenty point was his do•
be had by everyone (except those wai '- nation for the evening.
Although they stretched the Ashland
ing to play).
quintet to the limit, the Streak cagers had
What we are trying to say is that at
recent meeting of the Athletic Committ e to be content with the short end of a 39
an appropriation was made for the imme.- to 33 score. The great improvement of
diate purchase of three or four ping-pot g the Carron squad can be noticed by comtables. These tables, of regulation siz !, paring this score with the 43 to 20 deare to be procured to •enable more of the cision they dropped earlier in the year at
students to take part in intramural acti - Ashland.
Clelan Leads Uprising
ities. Plans, at present indefinite, inclu le
For the first thirteen minutes Carroll
setting up the tables in the gym. wi~h
playing restricted to certain definite timeJ, had the visitors on the run. At that point
subject to the student committee to be s f- they were leading, 12 to 1L But from that
time on ta11, ran.~. sharpshooting Clelan,
leeted later.
The Carroll ;\,--;es intends, after t e center on the Ashland squad, began poptables arrive, to sponsor a ping-pong tou ·- ping them in from all angles. His total
nament, open to the students and facult.. of nine baskets and two foul shots was
The sports editor. who will be honora · high for the evening.
Glenn Garrett, who was playing his
chairman oi the tourney, will announ :c
his committee, prize~. cntr:; plans, a <I third collegiate game, looped in five baskets to pace Carroll with ten points.
schedules later.

---,,uvu. . .

· . . . --

- .

Buy Equip1nent for
Table Tennis
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Butch,, Carney---155 Pounds--- Carroll Tankers
Led Great Carroll Teams of Past Invade Case Pool
u

Found Thrills in Interfering
For Gene Stringer; Made
Camp's All American Rating

..__..._..1(

During the years 1921-1924 John Carroll U. developed a great football machine, and the main cog in this machine
was one "Butch" Carney. Playing as
\•arsity center in all but one game of his
four years he made himself Carroll's
greatest football hero. Even the late
Walter Camp, recognized his ability, for
he mentioned Carney on his All-American lists of 1924.
P laying under "Toby" Erdman his first
three years and under ":Mal" Elward the
otl1er, "Butch" found his greatest thrill
in making interference for Gene Stringer,
Qne of Carroll' greatest backfield aces.
'Other star gridders of his time were,
Dick Bright, the late Dr. Dick Lang. Jim
Smith and Father Lees. These men battled such op'ponents as 1\Iarquette, Carnegie Tech, West V irginia Wesleyan, St.
Xavier and Lombard, and though they
>Ometimes lost, they were noted throughout the country for their fighting spirit
and thei r will to win.
Even against such stellar teams, "Butch''
u tilized his 155 pounds to full advantage
in smea ring opponents' plays. According
to "Butch," "Size doesn't mean anything
1f you know how to handle yourself."
The most remarkab1e win in which he
participated was the Dayton game of '23,
when the Carroll team finished with 21
-points to the Flyers' 0. And the most remarkable victory "Butch" ever witnessed
was a 17-0 score over Lombard. It was
du ring th is game that he sat on the bench
because of appendicitis.
Though the game has opened up, and
there are some grandstand teams, }[r.
Carney, as he is known downstair , predicts a return to the less spectacular style
()f play . He considers the '·basketball"
footba ll "tough on the defense" because it
necessitates a lmost a man for man guarding. As for t he new fumble rule "Butch"
thinks bot h sides have a point, but that
it goes aid the team play in that one
\playe~ls error doe:> not penalize a team
L y 6 or 7 points.
In his opi11ion one foc:>tball system is no better than another for
each depends on another, and ' plays that
work in one will probably work in another. T he manner in which the average
spectator watches a game seems to dismay him, for he says that the game is

Speaking
Of Sports

•

•

( Conii!lllt!d from Page 6, Col. I)
"Mike" Koken, Ca rroll's basketball
coach, believes that the tipoff should be
r etained as an integra l part of the game.
'·I agree with Ray \Vatts and Joe Lapch ick that the t ipoff should be retained.
However, I disagree with Lapchick's
statement that its remova l wou ld elimina te about half of the plays now used.
Very few plays are r eally worked from
t he tipoff.
"Coaches with tall centers natu rally
want the tipoff retained. Coaches '\\'ith
small centers want it abolished. From
experience I find that on a team of fast,
clever men, such as that of Ak-ron, which
is leading the Ohio Conference, only one
or two tall men are necessary. To offset
the advantage that a tall man has under
t he basket I suggest raising the basket
from ten to eleven feet above the floor."

7
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Blue Streaks Meet Scientists;
Case Squad Undefeated in 18
Consecu tive Dual Meets

~ - "Butch" Carney

really played between teams, and the ball
carrier is just as much a part of the team
as the man in front of him.
:.rr. Carney could not point to any definite reason for his becoming a teacher,
except that "I like to be near young folks,
because it helps you to stay young." So
to the pupil at St. Ignatius it's Mr. Carney-history teacher. But to the man at
john Carroll it's "Butch" Carney-All
American.

Wolanski, Garrett
Lead Scorers
Gen e Lead s Team in R a ce f or
H jgh Scoring Hon or s with 1 29
P oints; OuJy T wo Games Left
\\'ith only two more games yet to be
played, we pause for a moment to review
the work of the individual Carroll
<;agers.
Although the Blue Streaks have had a
rather unlucky season so far, it has not
gone without producing a few stars of the
hardwood. Rankin fi r:·t amdng the cagers is Gene \\'olanski, who has averaged
11 points a game. Incidently, he is the
recipient of the most fou ls on the team.
Next in line comes Glenn Gar rett, who
although he played in 7 games, averages
11 points also.
Below is the report-card of the Carroll cagers.
Player
Games
Wolan•ki
.. 12
Garrett ... ........
7
:McCarty ._ -- · 11
~TcN'ally ........
6
Hosicki ............ 10
Scope! ............ • 7
Shea .....
II
Siffin ..............
7
Lyons ~ ···- ··
5
Arb""nik ·--- _ 5

Goals
52
30

F ouls
25
13

II

ll

13
9
11
5
5
6

3
7
3
1
3

4

0
4

T otal
129
73
33
29
25
25

17

lJ

12
lZ

On ::\{arch 1, the Carroll swimmers
will face Case in a dual meet at the Case
Oub. The Case squad is led by Paul
Gros man, backstroke star who recently
~battered five A. A. U. records in one
afternoon. He is being touted as a possible candidate for the Olympic team.
Oliver Kelley, the record breaking breaststroker and Vaughn 1IcWherter, ace
free-st}·le swimmer are other Scientist
stars. these three _men team up to form
one of the strongest medley relay team
in Ohio. Hand and ~eubecker in the
dashes complete the Case squad.
To date Case has been undefeated in
18 straight dual meets, their latest victim being Slippery Rock college. Due
to their defeat of Wooster, the Scientist
team is ranked one of the leaders in
Ohio.
The Carroll team has recently been
strengthened by a new man, Jim Siffin,
erstwhile basketball player who has
turned out to be a good free-style performer. The team will rely mostly on
Ed Hill in the sprints and Miller in the
220.
The team has recell'tly been outfitted
with suits of black silk. Hill, Hitd1ko,
},fajkrazak, Alexander, Sutowski, Mezera, Siffin, McGee, Vidric, Vogt and
:\{iller have received suits.
The local natators have a retu rn meet
with the Fenn team and several of our
outstanding swimmers will be entered in
the state meet to be held late in "March.

Carroll Tennis Team
Begins Indoor Play
Bob William, '36. tnanager of the Carroll tennis team, has announced that the
racquet wielders will begin indoor practi<:e early in Mar: ·h. ei ther in the gym
or at the Indoor Tennis Cour ts. Two
lettermen of the 1934 squad, "Snooks"
Henry and W ilf Schedel, will fo r m a
nucleus around which this year's team
will be bui lt. This pair, with the help
of the other returning members of the
'34 team and a large number of promising sophomores, ·hould be able to cope
successfully with any collegiate opposition in this section.
A freshman team will be organized to
furnish opposition for the varsity in practice. Meets will probably be arranged
with Case, Fenn, Baldwin-Wallace, Findlay, Kent State, Bowling Green, and a
number of other colleges.

Gene and Glenn Provide Music
For Ears of Streak Rooters
~~~~ Box Scores 1
ASHLAXD-39
G. F.T.
Carothers. II. 0 0 0
Shaffer, rl. -. 2 2 6
Clelan, c...... 9 2 20
Hoeckstra, lg 1 2 4
Hulit, T!!'....... J 1 7
Kendig, If. .... 1 0 2

CARROLL-3.'

G. F.T.

)fcXally. If. 3 0 6
Garrett, rf.. -. 5 0 I 0
Wolanski. c.. 3 1 7
Scope!, lg..... 3 0 6
hea, rg.... .. 1 0 :!
Rooicki, If. .. 0 0 0
:McCarty,
__:_ If.. 1 0 2

_____

HEIDELBERG- ~9

Baku, If. .......
Seele, rf..... .
Schmidt, c. .
Rupprecht, lg
N'ye, rg.. .. ....
Freece, If. .
H uiTord, c....

G.
5
2
5
2

F.T.
0 10
0 4
2 12
0 4

4

1

9

0
0

0
0

0
0

CARROLL- 37
:Mc'<ally, If..
Garrett. rf....
Wolanski, c..
Scope!, lg,_. .
She.•. rg...... ..
McCarty, If..

G. F.T.
2
2
9
I
1
0

0 4
2 6
2 20
2 4
I 3
0 0

--~----

CASE- 36

Shafer, If....

G. F. T.

CARROLL

5 0 10 McN'ally, If..
Thorn, rL .... 0 0 0 Garrett, rf.....
Walters, c. .... 7 3 17 Wolanski, c..
Tcckmyer, lg 0 3 3 Scope!, lg.....
Br'sb'g'r, !g. I 0 2 Shea. rg. .... ..
\\'illiams, c ..._I_2_4__
R_os_ic_k_i,_lf . ..
CARROLL-50
McNally, If..
Garrett, rf....
\\'olanski, c..
Scope!, lg.....
Shea, rg. ......
McCarty, If..

G. F. T.
3
4
6
4
3
1

3 9
0 8
5 17
0 8
0 6
0 2

J"

G. F. T.
3
3
7
0
1
0

0 6
2 8
5 19
0 0
0 2
0 0

ST. JOH!\S--10
G. F. T.

Kenny, If. ...... 6 0 12
Szczyiiel, rf. S 0 10
Lawson, c..... 4 0 8
).!anton, lg... l 0 2
l\Ieacharn, rg 1 4 6
Wrobel, If..... 1 0 2

------

To Hold Free
Throw Contest
Carroll U nion Will Sponsor
T ournamen t Again ; Contest
Will Be Run Off Next Month
Once again the Carroll Union will
sponsor a basketball foul-shooting contest which will be held in the Carroll
gym at the conclusion of the present intramural basketball tournament.
According to present plans the basketball tournament will come to a close
about the middle of },.farch, and that
means that the foul shooting contest will
be held during the third or fourth week
of the month. This advance announcement will gi\·e all prospective entrants
an opportunity to engage in some practice sessions before the actual contest
hegins. The exact date of the contest
and fina l instructions will be given in
the next edition of the Carroll i\'etl'S. ,
This contest, which has been popular
with Carroll students in the past, was
won last year by Frank Majkrazak, now
11. junior. who sank 18 baskets out of 25
shots. Dave \Vilson, now a sophomore,
also won a prize. Gold medals were
gi,·en by the Carroll lJnion last year to
the three highest contestants and the same
procedure will be followed this year, according to Bob :McCarty, president of
the Union.

Cagert~ \V olanski and Garr~tt
Riu~ Up Points to Entertain

Followers of Hapless FiYe
( Calllillu•·d fr·om Pag,• 1}
year. hi,; tir~t in collegiate competition, finds him among the highe~t
scorers of the state and at pn•sent he is
going great, having scored 20, 19, and
17 points respectivdy in the last three
games. He is the only member of the
Blur Streak quintet to be voted a pla<"e
on the llig Four Coaches team.
Gene i al o a fine end on the football field aud is especially adept at snagging pascs. Thus he paved the way for
many Blue and Gold touchdown~.
!'\ow for Garrett's accompli;.hment~.
.-\t t. \·incent's in .\kron. Glenn w:ts an
:\11-Schola:.tic eager in the '32-'33 season and was good enough on the gridiron to make the All-Scholastic te:un.
\\'hile at St. \'incents he played on the
same team with Ed \\'alters. Case football and bascketball luminary who led
in the :cientist victory over Carroll last
week. They were members of the team
which swept to the l\ortheastern Ohio
finals, only to miss the title by one point.
Garrett is an end on the football
squad, a position where his six feet two
comes in handy and on the hardwood he
jumps center or tosses them in from one
of the forward posts. He always appears to be the coolest man on the floor
when the game gets exciting. He follows up his shots as all good bucketecrs
hould and often controls the ball in the
melee under the basket.
After having a season of play in the
Intramural league as a freshman, Garrett entered the varsity lineup and
scored 41 points in his first three games.
At that time only Powell's average was
better in the whole of Ohio. In the
Toledo University fracas he dropped in
six of Carroll's eight baskets, five of
their seven foul ghots and seventeen of
the team's 23 point total. Since then
he has dropped off to a mere 10.43 point
average as compared to \Volanski's
10.75.
Swimming and tennis are Garrett's
big sport~ in the summer while \\'alanski play& ~m·
·
ball League.
Thi~

Can a boxer heat a wrestler?
At Regis College in Denver the intramural boxing and wrestling .champs are
to meet in the ring to decide this oft
discussed question. The winner will be
dubbed Champion Battler of the school.

* * former
* *Cleveland InLarry Gardner,
dian, is in his seventh year as baseball
coach at the university of Vermont. The
Catamounts won ten straight Ia t year
and have booked 26 games £or 1935 including the annual road trip of nine games
through Dixie. •

* * * *

There was more cheering at the
Ashland game than our gym has
echoed to in many a year, and at the
time of the great es t volume, Carroll
was traili ng, 28 t q, 22. The nip and
tuck batt l e with the Student Princes
brought forth much p ep as hav e sub sequent games and it is no t iceable
that the attendance has also increas ed. Maybe we are undergoing a
renaissance of Carroll spirit. Can it
be possible?

• * * *

Two members of last yea r's luckless
quintet are ringing up points with regularity as members of the Black Forest Beer
squad in the Muny Class A. Carmen
Arezone and Ollie Dawson accounted for
18 of their team's 28 points in one victory Ia ·t week. Berwald, erstwhile Re-

sen·e buckctecr, Vclvick, veteran performer, and Calvin
brother also play.

Dawson,

Ollie's

PRIN

TH f

NAT IONAL

JOY S MOKE !
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N etvest Additions to Carroll Library
BOOKS
American Ballads and Folk Songs
By John A. Lomax and _\ian Lomax

.,

A depository of ballad knowledge and
possibly the largest collection of American
ballads and folk songs. By no means
complete because it does not include Indian poetry, ballads of the Southwest or
the English ballads of the southern Appalachians, nevertheless, the collection is
edited well enough to be a starting point
for a complete collection of American
balladry (if it is possible to. make a complete collection). Notes for the tunes accompany the majority of the entries in
the collection making it doubly interesting
and entertaining or even important to the
casual reader or the student of this type
of American expression.

examples of Greek oratory from Antiphon
to Dinarchus with lucid and scholarly
discussion on the various forms of oratory in which is included and estimate
given of the position held by the orators
as a cla s of men in moulding public opinion. The bibliography in each chapter
opens a vista to all serious students of
this Classic form of literature.

Geology, Physical and Historical

Financial Policy of Corporations

By \Vatson Davis, editor
Encouragement and advice for tho,c
A compendium of all science presented I who aspire to· writing. Profes ·ion of
~n a popular fa hion for laymen int~re:;tc? writing approached from a p,;vchological
m followmg the current ad\-ance 111 sc1·
ence. Scientific activhr in c-hemistry. standpoint.
0.-cll{>atirm.s,
physic , astronomy, Iran. portation. aviaFebruary, 1935.
tion, medicine, radio arc vividly described.
Some chapters dealing with psychological
and ethical subjects are considered from Comments on Achievement ExaminaTragic Drama of the Greeks
a scientific standpoint which is interc ting
tions
especially
since science recognizes no
By A. E. Haigh
"psychos." Ethical subjects ·hould be
By John Stalnaker and 1f. \\', Rich·
With the pro and con interest in the read "cave canem."
ardson
"new" theatre and the direction indicated
* * * *
by the Little Theatre movement and the
MAGAZINES
Essay and objecti'e type examinations
newer "Workingmen's Theatre·." The Frauds, Forgeries, Fakes and Faccontrasted to the true-false tests.
similies
Tragic Drama of the Greeks should do
Joumal of Educatiolwl Res.·arth,
much in showing how close or how far
By Asa Don Dickinson
modern theatre is adhering to the ancient
Famous documents now shown to be
February, 1935•

By Arthur Stone Dewing

A revision of an old treatise on the
same subject by the same author recognizing recent changes in economic and
financial procedure. The social attitude
of the relations of the stock holders toward the corporation and vice versa are
broadly considered. The book called a
revision in the words of the preface "is
in all respects a new book. _•ot only has
Greek Orators
it been completely rewritten from beginBy J. F. Dobson
ning to end but new subjects are disG,reek oratory traced from its begin- cussed in it and new viewpoints develning to its decline. A treatise on the best oped."

By Herdman Fitzgerald Cleland
Possibly the intere t in the world m
which we live and the earth on which
we move comes next in interest to the
interest ·we take in ourselves. For that
reason Geology will be a fascinating
introduction to many new and intere ting
facts about the earth, its form and its
history. :Many illustration taken for the
most part from the various parts of the
United States demonstrates the role natural forces occupy in the shaping of the
face of the earth. The historical development through the various periods clarifies
a difficult and confusing subject.

beginnings. For intelligent under tanding false or at le·••t questionable ha\'C had
of the subject oi the Theatre c,·cn from influence on contemporary hi·tory.
a play-goers viewpoint a perusal of the
Lil>rar;y Joumal.
book is profitable. Students in the ,·ariou<:
Feb. 15, 1935.
·Greek courses studying the Greek elrama
will find the book thought-provoking and
• * *
help them visualize the actual production For Those Who Would Be Authors
of a Greek drama.
By Dorothy C1nfield Fisher
Advance of Science

•

• *

•

•

The selection, buying and preparation of
the right kinds of Turkish tobaccos
for making Chesterfield Cigarettes is
a business in itself • • •
E have buyers in all the tobacco markets of Turkey and
Greece, including Xanthi, Cavalla,
Smyrna and Samsoun.
And at Smyma Chesterfield
has built the most moder1l tobacco plant in the Near East.
Here the spicy, aromatic Turkish
leaf is sorted and graded under the
eyes of our own tobacco men.
Then it is put away to age in its
own climate for rwo years or more
to make it milder and better-tasting.
When you blend and cross-blend
the right kinds of aromatic Turkish
tobacco with mild ripe home-grown
tobaccos as we do in Chesterfield
you have ...

W

the cigarette that's milder
the cigarette that tastes better
Handling Turkish tobacco in

the Liggett & Myers modem
factory at Smyrna1 T~trkey.
MONDAY
LUCREZI\
BORI

WEDNESDAY
LILY
PO;-<S

SATURDAY
RICHARD
BO. ELLI

KOSTELA. ETZ ORCHESTRA _\_ D CUORU!:>

9 P.M. (E. s. T.) -COLU).lBIA :>iET\\ORK

@ 193). Lrr.t;ETr &: .MYFP.S ToiMCCO Co

